


A FAMILY HISTORY

After multiple changes of hands, Château de Jau was eventually bought, in 1973, by brothers

Jean et Bernard Dauré. Already working as natural sweet wine merchant, this was the perfect

opportunity to progress their wider long-term ambitions. They quickly started works of

renovation and replantation, with a visionary approach that would make them pioneers of wine

tourism and art patronage in the region. Their legacy continues and is now safely in the hands

of Bernard’s son, Simon Dauré. He remains committed to his family’s determination to

preserve the viticultural, historical and cultural heritage Château de Jau encapsulates. Simon is

now leading the estate’s focus on sustainability and full conversion to organic farming, with all

wines certified from the 2021 harvest.



OUR VINEYARD

Today the estate has 100 hectares of vines and 500 hectares of garrigue and is ideally located in the

Agly Valley, at the foothills of the Corbières. A unique setting, at the core of an untouched wild

landscape, that gives Jau’s wines much of their character and purity.

Our environmental engagement has been also formalized by the obtention of the level 3 of High

Environmental Value. This certification emphasizes on our friendly-practices as biodiversity

conservation, water resource management, the reduction of fertiliser use and plant protection strategy.

The harvest begins in the last week of August with the white grapes: Macabeu, Vermentino, Grenache

Gris and Blanc and finishes mid-september with the red grapes: Grenache Noir, Syrah, Carignan and

Mourvèdre. We harvest both by hands and with machine.



The handwriting on the labels of

JaJa de Jau range will be very

recognisable for most French; they

were designed by iconic painter

Ben Vautier, popularly known simply

as Ben ; founder of the “fluxus”

movement in contemporary and

graphic art.

Le Jaja de Jau is the range of

uncomplicated and altogether

enjoyable single-varietal wines

created by Château de Jau to

showcase pure expressions of the

grapes grown on the estate,

designed for easy everyday-

drinking.





DANDY - This range will be certified organic from the next vintage 2021



Cuvée  J 

New organic
range

Sustainable
packaging



Grand Vin du Roussillon
Grand Vin du Roussillon



Aged in 

french

oak 

barrels

Available in gift box & 

wood box (3 bottles)





OR ANGE 

WINE





Our heritage : natural sweet wines
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